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MULTIOBJECTIVE OPERATIONS OF RESERVOIR SYSTEMS
VIA GOAL PROGRAMMING

By Elizabeth A. Eschenbach1, Member ASCE, Timothy Magee2, Edith Zagona3, Member ASCE, Morgan
Goranflo4, Member ASCE, Richard Shane5, Member ASCE

ABSTRACT

Many authors have documented the minimal use of optimization in practical day to day multipurpose

voir operations. The RiverWare decision support system RiverWare is a flexible general river basin modelin

that allows water resources engineers to both simulate and optimize the management of multipurpose reser

tems for daily operations. This paper describes RiverWare’s optimization capabilities and its use by Tennesse

Authority operations schedulers. Input data requirements include: (1) physical and economic characteristics

system, (2) prioritized policy goals, and (3) parameters for automatic linearization. RiverWare automatically g

ates and efficiently solves a multiobjective, pre-emptive linear goal programming formulation of a reservoir sy

An advanced feature of RiverWare is that both the physical model of the river basin and the operating poli

defined and easily modified by the modeler through an interactive graphical user interface. Any modificatio

automatically incorporated into the linear preemptive goal program. RiverWare’s combination of detailed s

representation, policy expression flexibility, and computational speed make it suitable for use in routine daily

uling of large complex multiobjective reservoir systems.
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INTRODUCTION

River basin management has become increasingly more complex and more dynamic due to growin

flicts among competing objectives. The challenges include water quality, endangered species habitat prese

and various recreational uses in addition to the traditional objectives of flood control, water supply, navigatio

hydropower production. Furthermore, the deregulation of the power industry sharpens the need for maxi

hydropower benefits. Reservoir managers must improve the management of existing resources and mu

quickly to changing objectives and requirements.

These management requirements translate into a need for river basin modeling tools that provide pr

tive results as well as allow the decision maker to easily modify operating policy and physical and economic c

teristics of a river basin. Due to the complexity of representing a multiobjective reservoir system, most models

have been descriptive (Wurbs 1996). In addition, models developed for a particular river basin have been

wired” to represent operating policies and physical and economic characteristics. These hard-wired mode

become costly and difficult to maintain, as they are not easily adapted to changing objectives and requiremen

Optimization models can often provide prescriptive results. Summaries and reviews of multiobjective

voir optimization have been published by several authors, such as Yeh (1985), Wurbs (1993) and Labadie (19

of whom have commented on the continuing gap between research and practical application. This gap has

topic of entire symposia (Loucks and Shamir 1989) and is often attributed to models being overly simplified, re

ing them unrealistic for operational scheduling (Wurbs 1996). In addition, optimization may be difficult to u

operations because it requires optimization experts to setup, run, and/or interpret model results.

General and modular optimization tools are currently used in daily operations of multipurpose reservo

tems, but these tools have limited prescriptive capability in terms of the complexity of policy objectives that the

incorporate and in their ability to optimize non-hydropower objectives. Hydrosoft (Robitaille et al. 1995) and V

(Allen et al. 1996) are modular tools that must be adapted by programmers in order to model new basins. The

ular tools optimize hydropower using successive linear programming, but do not optimize non-hydropower

tives. Hydrosoft, VISTA and general river basin modeling tools, for example HEC-5 (HEC-5 1998), MODSIM

(Labadie 1995), WEAP (WEAP1998) and AGUATOOL (Andreu et al 1996), allow predefined policy constrain

such as the preferred sources of water supply or the relative importance of rule curves to be prioritized. Ho

these constraints cannot be formulated as objectives; hence, decision-makers cannot get a “best” solution wh

policy constraints are not met.
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Pre-emptive goal programming (Can and Houck 1984; Loganathan and Bhattacharya 1990) is a mult

tive optimization method that allows the flexible expression of policy constraints as objectives. Unlike many mu

jective optimization approaches, this method avoids the practical problems associated with assigning and ju

values of relative weights (Schultz 1989). The Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) previous experience with

emptive goal programming as part of a weekly planning model (Shane et al. 1988) also indicates the poten

practical success of the goal programming approach.

RiverWare optimization uses pre-emptive goal programming and is part of a general basin modeling

age (Zagona et al. 1998). Through an interactive graphical user interface, operations modelers can easily exp

change a wide range of policy constraints and objectives. The model can be run and the results can be und

without optimization expertise. RiverWare automatically translates the constraints and objectives into a pre-e

goal program-linear program formulation (GP/LP). Appropriate physical constraints for the basin model are au

ically added to the formulation and nonlinear functions are translated to linear or piecewise linear approxim

Automating the optimization formulation process necessitates that the analysis and debugging of the model

automated for the non-expert modeler. RiverWare provides checks and utilities to facilitate this process, s

infeasibility prevention and verifying convexity of functions.

The pre-emptive goal programming-linear programming approach was chosen for three main reaso

Deterministic optimization is acceptable given the relatively short time horizon for operational modeling, (2) G

can model the multiple objectives and physical aspects of reservoir systems in a sufficiently realistic mann

(3) GP/LP is sufficiently efficient and robust to be used in daily operations. Other multiobjective optimiz

approaches could improve on one of these aspects at the expense of the others, but GP/LP strikes a balance

ate for operational scheduling.

This paper describes the flexible modeling characteristics of RiverWare's optimization component as

outlines the practical modeling benefits experienced by TVA. First, an overview of the RiverWare optimization

is presented, focusing on the graphical user interface (GUI). The automatic generation of the goal program

explained, focusing on how the policy expressions are “translated” into code for the linear goal program. N

description is provided of how TVA has used RiverWare optimization in daily scheduling of its multipurpose r

voir system. Finally, several hypothetical examples illustrate how flexible policy expression can be used to

operational alternatives.
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RIVERWARE OPTIMIZATION DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Decision support systems “help decision makers utilize data and models to solve unstructured pro

(Sprague and Carlson 1982) by creating a software environment that allows them to manage models and data

a user interface. This section provides an overview of RiverWare’s optimization DSS by reviewing the GUI too

facilitate: (1) specifying the physical and economic models, (2) describing operating policies in terms of pre-em

goals, and (3) entering parameters for translating constraints and objectives into linear expressions.

Physical Process Model

A model of the reservoir system is created using the GUI. Features of the river basin are represen

icons, as shown in Figure 1, and are modeled by corresponding objects in RiverWare. Icons, selected from a

create storage reservoirs, level power reservoirs, sloped storage power reservoirs, pumped storage reservo

reaches, canals, etc. The topology of the system is established by graphically linking appropriate data struc

the objects; for example, the outflow of an upstream river reach is linked to the inflow of a downstream reserv

Each river basin object contains algorithms to model the physical processes for that object. Data requ

the physical process models are stored on the object and accessed through the icon. Thus, by clicking on a po

ervoir icon, the data structure containing the table of the storage-elevation relationship for that reservoir

viewed or edited. Data not required by the process models on the object, such as operational guide curves

policy statements, are stored on data objects. Data can be easily imported to and exported from the RiverWa

through a data management interface (DMI), which tailors communication with an organization’s databases, e

models, reporting facilities, etc. Zagona et al. (1998) provide additional information on building models using R

Ware.

RiverWare provides both optimization and simulation solvers for the basin network. The simulator m

all processes in complete nonlinear form. Specific methods for modeling processes—such as hydropower and

ter elevation—are selected by the modeler, while general processes—such as mass balance of reservo

included in the object’s default behavior. For optimization, each object automatically adds physical proces

straints to the GP formulation. Processes that are modeled include mass balance for all reservoirs, reservoir ro

sloped reservoirs, regulated and unregulated spill, turbine capacity and efficiency, river reach routing, and b

tional gravity canal flow. These physical constraints are summarized in Appendix III. Some processes are

sented in the optimization only when introduced by the operating policy constraints and objectives. For exam

power is expressed in a policy constraint, then the appropriate constraints are automatically added to the form
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In this case, the object knows how to translate the policy into linear expressions. This translation or linearizatio

cess is described below.

Constraint Editor and Expression Language

One innovative component of RiverWare is the ability to easily express and modify operations policy.

straints and objectives are expressed in terms of physical variables—such as pool elevation, flows or spill, or i

of economic variables—such as net replacement value, future value of used energy, spill cost, and the cost of

tive power resources. Figure 2 shows three policy goals as they appear in the RiverWare optimization constra

tor. The first policy goal is to maintain the pool elevation level within the daily operations levels for Reservoir 4

Reservoir 5. The second policy goal is to maintain a minimum flow from Reservoirs 3, 4, 6 and 8. The third p

goal is to maximize net avoided cost. Note that the first two goals are constraints on the system, while the thi

is an objective.

Operating policies are input using the optimization constraint editor (Figure 2) and the expression

(Figure 3). Through the graphical constraint editor, the modeler creates, names, and prioritizes goals and se

type of each goal, MaxMin, Summation, or Objective. The MaxMin goal minimizes the maximum deviations fr

given set of constraints. The Summation goal minimizes the sum of deviations from a set of constraints. The

tive goal optimizes the stated objective. Each goal and each constraint in a goal can be toggled On/Off, ind

whether it is to be included in the optimization formulation. Comments can be added to each goal for user refe

In Figure 2, the first priority goal is selected “On” and is solved using the MaxMin method. The first

straint within the priority 1 goal is

∀ [t in “Time” (“Res 4.Pool Elevation” [@ t] >=“Res 4 Con. Bottom of Daily Operation Zone”[@t])] (

This constraint requires that the pool elevation at Reservoir 4 be greater than the daily operating zone

time periods that are indicated in the data object called “Res 4 Con.” This one expression is used to generat

straint for every timestep. For example, for a 7-day run with 6-hour timesteps, 28 constraints would be gen

with this expression.  The constraint in Eq. 1 can be represented mathematically for any reservoirr as

(2)

where Et is the pool elevation for reservoir r at time period t, BOZr,t is the pool elevation for the bottom of the opera

ing zone for reservoir r  at time period t.

Er ,t ≥ BOZr ,t ∀ t
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Goals 1 and 2 in Figure 2 are both solved using MaxMin and demonstrate that a number of different

straints can be associated with a single priority. Goal 3 is an objective (maximize net avoided cost for all time

ods) and has only one expression associated with it. This goal is solved using the Objective Max method.

The interactive expression editor, as shown in Figure 3, facilitates syntactically correct mathematical s

fications of constraints and objectives. A menu provides a selection of common variables and equation prototy

valid expressions. Question marks represent parts of the expression, which have yet to be built. Table 1 lists

Ware variables that are commonly used in the Expression Editor. Constants may be included in any part of the

sion; RiverWare automatically moves constants to the right-hand side of each constraint before submitti

problem to the LP solver. A single expression can represent a set of constraints by using symbols representing

tion (Σ), average ( ), and for-all operations (∀).

Automatic Linearization

As seen in Table 1, two types of variables can be used in policy expressions: implicit and explicit. Im

variables are physical or economic variables that may be expressed in a constraint or an objective, but are tr

into linear functions of explicit variables before the constraint or objective can be part of the linear pre-emptiv

program model. Thus, the LP solver only works with linear expressions of explicit variables, while policy ma

expressed with implicit or explicit variables.

Automatic linearization by RiverWare simplifies the optimization process so that non-optimization ex

can use the modeling tool. Each linearization performed by RiverWare is based on a user-designated p

method. Linearization choices are restricted based on the convexity of a given constraint, the number of ter

the engineering and/or optimization appropriateness of the linearization. For example, tangent is not allo

power, because it often provides a positive power generation with a zero turbine release. In general, a constr

either have a single term (ST) or multiple terms (MT) on the left-hand side of the constraint and the operand

expression is either = (LE) or = (GE), providing four possible cases (STLE, STGE, MTLE, and MTGE). Equ

constraints are also translated; such constraints are automatically treated as the more restrictive of the GE

cases.

Table 2 lists the linearization methods and summarizes the required data for each. Figure 4 shows t

interface for parameterizing the linearization method for pool elevation STLE. In the figure, the substitution m

has been selected for this case. For methods such as tangent, line or piecewise, the LP Param table must

x
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pleted. Note that for each implicit variable listed in Table 1, data is entered into a linearization parameter table

data table relating that implicit variable to another variable.

The substitution method can be used when a constraint contains only one term, which is an implicit va

on the left-hand side (LHS) and an upper or lower bound on the right-hand side (RHS). The substitution m

translates the constraint to an equivalent constraint on an explicit variable without introducing any linearization

For example, Eq. 2 is a constraint on pool elevation, an implicit variable. This constraint can be linearized by

tuting the LHS with storage (an explicit variable) and substituting the RHS with the associated storage value, w

interpolated from the object’s storage-pool elevation table. Thus, the pool elevation constraint is substitute

constraint on storage for the same reservoir without any linearization error.

As shown in Appendix III, backwater profiles are modeled in RiverWare with aλ-method (Williams 1990),

which takes a user-supplied list of operating points (storage, inflow, outflow, pool elevation and backwater leve

from these, generates a set of valid operating points. The optimization solution is forced to be a convex comb

of these operation points. Theλ-method is also one of the methods available for power linearization. In this case

operating points are valid combinations of power, turbine release, spill, pool elevation, and tail water.

Economic Model for Hydropower

The user can track the economics of hydropower and other power sources by adding a Thermal Obje

the palette to the river basin model. If a Thermal Object is linked to the reservoir system, then the user has the

to add policy goals that contain economic variables, such as the objective to maximize the economic benefit of

power in a mixed thermal and hydropower system. For example, in the constraint editor the modeler can ch

maximize Net Avoided Cost as shown in goal 3 of Figure 2. RiverWare automatically translates Net Avoided

into linear functions of explicit variables. Below is a summary of the components of the Thermal Object. The

ematical formulation is presented in Appendix IV.

Net Avoided Cost is the difference between Avoided Operating Cost in the thermal system (as a re

using hydropower) and the long-term value of water used for power generation and the value of spilled water.

are two options to model the Avoided Operating Cost in the thermal system. Either a piecewise linear replac

value function of hydropower is specified for each timestep or simplified thermal units are directly included

optimization model. Under the second option, the modeler specifies the cost and capacity of each unit, and f

timestep, specifies the unit availability and the system load that is to be met by all power sources. External
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sources are characterized by supplying the total energy to be used over some period, typically a day, and th

mum and minimum power levels for each timestep. The optimization allocates this energy in concert with the

power sources so as to maximize the Net Avoided Cost.

AUTOMATIC GOAL PROGRAM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

Formulation of a model for an optimization run includes constructing the basin model, entering the p

constraints, selecting and parameterizing the linearization methods, setting initial conditions, and fixing val

variables at desired timesteps. When the optimization run is executed, RiverWare optimization formulates a se

of problems for the LP solver. Each problem corresponds to one policy goal expressed in the constraint edito

automatically generated sequence of problems comprises the goal program.

RiverWare builds the goal program in an object-oriented fashion, directed by the “controller.” First, the

troller directs each basin object to generate its physical constraints according to its own data and its knowledg

own physical processes. Most objects generate a mass balance equation. Continuity equations establish

between objects are generated using topological relationships defined by the links. Any modifications made

topology will result in corresponding changes to the physical constraints generated. Appendix III lists the ph

constraints generated by each of the RiverWare objects.

Next, the controller processes the physical and policy constraints and policy objectives, translating

when necessary, into linear combinations of explicit variables. The context (STLE, STGE, MTLE, and MTG

each expression of implicit variables is determined, and the appropriate selected linearization method is appli

example, if the substitution method has been selected for STGE expressions of pool elevation, then the Priorit

in Figure 2 would be translated from constraints on pool elevation, to constraints on storage on the Res 4 an

reservoir objects. Mathematically, Eq. 2 is changed to

(3)

where Sr,t is the pool storage for reservoir r at time period t, and BOZSr,t is the storage value that corresponds to th

pool elevation level for the bottom of the operating zone for reservoir r  at time period t.

The Priority 2 goal in Figure 3 requires no linearization, as outflow is already an explicit variab

Priority 3 goal requires automatic linearization and additional constraints, given it is an economic objective.

mathematical formulation of the economic objective is presented in Appendix IV.

Sr ,t ≥ BOZSr , t ∀ t
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As with all expressions, RiverWare applies the appropriate selected linearization method to transla

economic objective and its associated constraints into linear functions of explicit variables. In general, som

straints require multiple replacements of implicit variables. For example, energy is replaced by (∆t * power), and

power is in turn expressed as a linear function of turbine release. Once all expressions are only functions of e

variables, RiverWare is ready to build the pre-emptive goal program.

Goal Programming and Satisfaction Variables

In traditional formulations of goal programming, policy goals are incorporated into the GP by adding d

tion variables to the constraints and minimizing the deviation (Can and Houck 1983; Loganathan and Bhatta

1990). Rather than minimizing deviation variables, RiverWare maximizes satisfaction variables to enhance

mance.  The implementation of the satisfaction variable is outlined below.

Pre-emptive GP insures the optimal solution of a higher priority goal is not sacrificed in order to optim

lower priority goal. A satisfaction variable,Zp, is assigned for each goal or priority levelp. For each goal,Zp is max-

imized, while requiring that all higher priority satisfaction levels be maintained as hard constraints. LetZ'i be the

maximal level that is achieved for any priorityi < p . Then the goal program solves the following problem for the pth

goal

Max Zp (4)

subject to

Zi = Z'i  for i = 1 top-1 and (5)

Physical constraints (e.g., mass balance, physical bounds, turbine capacity, etc.)

Incorporating Satisfaction Variables Into Summation, MaxMin, and Objective Policy Goals

The policy constraints (e.g., Priorities 1 and 2 in Figure 2) and policy objectives (e.g., Priority 3 in Figu

are translated in RiverWare to include satisfaction variables so that they can be solved as part of the goal p

Several constraints of equal importance can be assigned the same priorityp. Frequently, theseNp constraints cannot

be simultaneously satisfied to the same satisfaction level, so a relative satisfaction variable (Zp,r,t,) is defined for these

constraints relative to a previous attainment level,PLr,t, or the maximum possible value for each constraint. F

example, the previous attainment level for an elevation constraint might be a guide curve more relaxed than th
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ating zone. LetZp,r,t = 1 represent a fully satisfied constraint andZp,r,t = 0 represent a fully unsatisfied constrain

Then Eq. 2 is translated into

(6)

WhenZp,r,t = 0, Eq. 6 is equivalent to bounding the storage to a previously attained bound (PLr,t), of Sr,t,. As Zp,r,t

increases, the constraint tightens. WhenZp,r,t = 1, then Eq. 6 is equivalent to Eq. 3, the desired policy constraint

timestept and reservoirr.  This procedure is also used for maximum level guide curves.

Once the relative satisfaction variables,Zp,r,t, are added to each of the constraints, theZp,r,t are linked to the

satisfaction variable for the entire priority,Zp. Modelers can select between two metrics for this linkage. The Su

mation method is shown in Eq. 7. The method maximizes the total satisfaction, which is the sum of the relative

faction variables for each priority level.

(7)

The Summation metric is used when the marginal value of satisfaction does not depend on the level o

faction. For example, the Summation metric can be applied to constrain the spill to zero for all time periods

optimization values a solution of spill of 5 cms at timestep 1 and 15 cms at timestep 2 as equivalent to a soluti

spill of 10 cms at both timesteps.

The second metric, MaxMin, maximizes the relative satisfaction variable of the least satisfied constra

contrast to the Summation metric, the MaxMin metric is interested only in the least satisfied constraint. The M

method is iterative: only after maximizing the satisfaction of the least satisfied constraint does the method atte

improve other constraints. Once the least satisfied constraint has attained its maximal satisfaction, then th

straint’s relative satisfaction variable is fixed and the method goes to the next iteration and re-optimizes ov

remaining constraints forcing the second least satisfied constraint to attain its maximal satisfaction. The ite

continue until allZp,r,t are fixed or are equal to 1. Each of these iterations is a subgoal of priorityp and is denotedZp
j.

The steps in generating and solving priorityp using the MaxMin formulation are

Sr ,t ≥ PLr ,t − (PLr , t − BOZr ,t )Zp,r ,t

Max Zp

subject to

Zp = Zp,r ,t

t =1

T

∑
r=1

R

∑
Z i = Zi

' for i = 1 to p − 1

and all other physical constraints.
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The repeated use of the MaxMin objective on a constraint such as Eq. 6, transforms the discrete flood

curves to a continuum of guide curves between the flood guide and the previously attained guide curve and is

"shrinking envelope"(Magee 1999). Shrinking envelopes implicitly generate intermediate guide curves, whi

consistent with the original guide curves without the modeler having to specify a series of intermediate guide c

These implicit intermediate guide curves force the optimization to provide a solution that is balanced over rese

which is generally a desired operating policy.

While the above example discusses the transformation of pool elevation policy constraints to GP obje

the approach can be applied to any policy constraint. For example, the total storage on one branch of a rive

average flow in a river reach over the last 24 hours can be constrained. The Summation and MaxMin metrics

applied at the user’s discretion.

Goals that are expressed as policy objectives (e.g., Priority 3 goal in Figure 2) can be directly incorp

into the GP formulation. First, the objective is translated into a linear expression (as described earlier), then

faction variable for the pth goal (Zp) is set equal to the objective. Given the modeler's selection,Zp is then maximized

or minimized.

The constraints enforcing the attainment of previous goals are not explicitly written, because it is both

cient and leads to numerical instability when performed on a large scale. Instead, the solution can be enforced

itly by manipulating non-basic variables (Magee 1999).

Do until  all Zp,r ,t = 1 or are fixed :

1. Max Zp
j

subject to

Zp
j ≤ Zp,r ,t ∀ r = 1,K ,R t = 1,K ,T   such thatZp,r ,t  is not fixed

Z i = Zi
' for i = 1 to p − 1

Zp
k = Zp

k'

for k = 1 to j − 1

and all other physical constraints.

2.  Fix the value of anyZp,r ,t  which is restrictingZp
j  in the optimal solution :Zp

j = Zp,r , t

3.  ReplaceZp
j  with Zp

j +1 in all remaining constraints

4. Go to next subgoal (j = j + 1)
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CPLEX Interaction

RiverWare transfers the problems or subproblems to solve each goal to a commercial optimization

(CPLEX 1994). RiverWare’s graphical Run Control dialog allows the user to interrupt CPLEX in the solution of

of these goals and to receive updates on the status of the solution. In addition, an advanced modeler can fine-

formance by changing CPLEX and RiverWare performance parameters through the RiverWare optimization G

After all the goals have been processed and optimized by CPLEX, the values of the explicit variabl

propagated from CPLEX back into the objects’ data structures and can be viewed in the GUI. Values of implic

ables are not returned from CPLEX because multiple linearization methods may have been in effect for a

implicit variable, resulting in multiple values for one implicit variable. The values of implicit variables are de

mined during the post optimization simulation.

Post Optimization Simulation

Once RiverWare has completed an optimization run, schedulers can directly use the output from the o

zation as simulation input, or they can modify the optimization output before submitting it as input for a simul

run. The post optimization simulation results can be used to determine how much error was introduced into th

mization model due to nonlinear function approximations. The simulation tools include models of the complex

linear processes such as reach routing methods, hydropower generation, and backwater elevations on

reservoirs.

Data Consistency Checking and Access to Input and Output

An essential feature of RiverWare is its ability to trap errors and identify data inconsistencies. In

cases, RiverWare automatically populates data tables or uses appropriate default values for missing or out-

data. Data is checked to see that it follows a consistent pattern: e.g., table values are in increasing order,

duplicates; or table data cover the minimum and maximum values specified elsewhere; or required tables are

or concave. In cases where it is possible to clearly indicate the nature of a data inconsistency, RiverWare p

limited feasibility testing for subsystems of equations and variables. These checks catch most potential inf

problems.

Schedulers have a number of choices of methods for viewing the input and output data from any mod

The data can be presented in units selected by schedulers. Input or output from a model run for a particular r

can be viewed by opening the reservoir icon. Alternatively, the user-configured System Control Table (SCT) d
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data from many objects simultaneously in a spreadsheet-style grid. This tool also allows interactive data enter

editing in a system-wide view. Input and output data can be graphed or exported to external programs, rep

analysis tools through the DMI.

TVA APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

The RiverWare optimization module was developed through a collaborative effort involving a core gro

TVA modelers and researchers from the Center for Advanced Decision Support for Water and Environment

tems (CADSWES) at the University of Colorado at Boulder. TVA began using RiverWare optimization in June

as a guide for developing optimal hydropower release schedules. This effort insured that RiverWare optimizat

the functionality and user-friendly features required for daily scheduling. As the RiverWare optimization fea

were implemented by CADSWES, the TVA modelers performed many test runs and provided feedback to the

opment team regarding functionality, error trapping, and additional features needed for production use. Th

team was comprised of senior operations staff with experience in mathematical modeling and other staff invo

the day-to-day tasks associated with scheduling and monitoring the river system. The TVA operations expert

instrumental in building the production models used by schedulers. The models are “over built” with many

turned off, so that when special operations arise, schedulers can make the appropriate adjustments using

straint editor.

For TVA, RiverWare optimization provides multiple benefits in the form of optimal timing of turbi

releases and automation of operating policy documentation, which is explained below. Table 3 summarizes

tures of the RiverWare optimization model used by TVA. Table 4 summarizes a typical list of TVA prioritized po

goals for the summer season. The two tables reflect the complex nature of TVA’s operating constraints that

pool elevation guides, channel capacities, spill avoidance, minimum flow requirements, ramp rates, and speci

ations for  35 reservoirs.

Each day, scheduling staff loads the RiverWare model with initial conditions, current inflow forec

hydrogeneration unit availabilities, and hydropower values. If necessary, the priority of policy goals is modified. Th

RiverWare optimization is then executed, followed by one or more interactive RiverWare simulation runs. As s

Table 3, most scheduling runs take about 5 minutes and use a 6-hour timestep for a weeklong run. The seni

voir operations staff considers linearization approximation errors to be well within acceptable limits. The Rive

optimization solution model accurately characterizes the system and produces a realistic schedule for TVA's d

ing operational environment.
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The use of RiverWare optimization provides forecasters with explicit economic information about the t

offs between using water in the near term vs. saving it for future use. Previously, daily operations were based

rily on projections of water use to meet long-term future elevation targets. While this information is still avai

and provides valuable information to schedulers, the RiverWare optimization economic analysis shows the ma

of the costs of alternate operations. Not only is this economic information useful in setting the routine daily us

it is useful in quantifying the cost of requested special operations for civic events and project maintenance.

The RiverWare model file, saved daily, provides an easy means of policy documentation. It contai

physical representation of the system, the hydrologic inflow and forecast data, the policy objectives and cons

and the economic data. Prior to using RiverWare, there was little historical record of daily operating policy othe

the senior operations engineer’s notes. To the extent that TVA follows the optimization guidance in setting sch

it is now possible to reconstruct the operating policy on a past date from the saved RiverWare model file.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The following five examples illustrate how RiverWare can be used as a tool to optimize hydropower re

and explore daily operations alternatives. The river system used in the examples has been constructed by

from characteristics of various portions of the TVA system. However, the examples and data are sufficiently di

from the TVA system that no conclusions about TVA operations should be inferred from the examples.

Figure 1 shows the example basin. Table 5 summarizes some of the physical and economic charac

of the system. A six-hour timestep is used to optimize the generation schedule over a typical 7-day period dur

summer. The operation policy goals are similar to those in Table 4. At this time of year, with the elevations re

in Table 5, the solution is driven by the economic goal of the maximization of avoided power cost after satis

other multipurpose goals. The economic data used by the model includes a piecewise representation of hyd

by hour during the 7-day optimization and data representing future water value beyond the 7-day period fo

project.  Table 6  is a description of the five examples, and Table 7 outlines the results of the five model runs.

A reasonable reservoir management policy is to have target elevations for various times of the year. T

indicates that August 1 target elevations exist for only four of the eight reservoirs. Three of the eight reservo

already at this target level, so the model is set to constrain these reservoirs at these elevations. As shown in

the final objective value for the Base Case run is $5,215,000.

The Scheduled Draw Down example is similar to the Base Case in all respects except target elevati
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fixed for all reservoirs at the last time period of the run, as shown in Table 5. The target values reflect a linea

down rate from beginning of the run until August 1. This policy is a rational approach to meeting the elevation t

for August 1. Table 7 shows that the final elevations of this run are lower than the base case for reservoirs th

unconstrained in the Base Case example and that the objective value, as shown in Table 6 for this run, reflects

of $469,000. Forcing the uneconomic drawdown at numerous reservoirs causes this loss. Given that the futu

of water is higher toward the end of the summer, it makes economic sense to hold the water back. In this ex

there is more generation occurring at the headwater reservoirs compared to the Base Case example. With thi

analysis, RiverWare allows a daily operations scheduler to reevaluate the cost of retaining a historic drawdown

The Unit Outage I and Unit Outage II examples consider two different approaches to scheduling a t

maintenance outage at Reservoir 5. Without an optimization model, daily operations schedulers may simulat

outage scenarios in order to meet the demand in the best way possible. When an optimization model is used t

ule a maintenance outage, the entire reservoir system can make up the difference for the outage. Unit Outage

ules the outage at Reservoir 5 by constraining the releases to zero for three days of the week, while Unit Ou

constrains the releases to half the capacity for the entire week. As seen in Table 6, there is a significant

($20,000) by requiring the outage to occur at 50% over a 7-day period, rather than a 100% outage over a 3-day

Of course, other costs associated with scheduling maintenance would need to be weighed against the sc

impact to determine the most appropriate alternative, but both examples adjust outflows throughout the sy

accommodate the outage. Without an optimization tool, such a system-wide adjustment would be a time-con

exercise.  Therefore, the use of RiverWare optimization can lead to more economic maintenance planning.

The final example, Remove End Target, releases the August 1 target elevation constraint for Rese

which, as shown in Table 5, has the highest future value of water. Removing this target allows an upstream re

(Reservoir 1) to increase generation even though it was not economical to generate at Reservoir 4: Reservoir

the excess water. Given the difference from the Base Case objective value ($5,100), we can conclude that Re

had been acting as an economic bottleneck in the Base Case example. Water was not used for generation up

the Base Case, because it was uneconomical to generate with it downstream. Table 7 shows the different en

vations for the two runs. In the Remove End Target example, Reservoir 4 releases only during peak demand a

at best efficiency, and its elevation goes to the next higher guide curve.

CONCLUSION

RiverWare optimization is a general river basin decision support tool that allows water resources eng
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to solve a complicated optimization problem by specifying a physical and economic model of the system, listin

oritized policy goals, and indicating linearization parameters. A user-friendly graphical user interface and erro

ping capabilities facilitate the specification and modification of this information. RiverWare is suitable

formulating a wide range of operating policies at a variety of large, multipurpose river basins. The policy c

changed easily, and RiverWare automatically generates an efficient and robust pre-emptive goal program to o

the policy. The solution to the goal program automatically defines a simulation run, which can predict the exac

sequences of the optimization solution.
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APPENDIX II. NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

AVu,t = availability of unitu for timestept

Aa,t. = allocated power from external sourcea for timestept

BOZ = bottom of operating zone pool elevation

BOZS = storage corresponding to bottom of operating zone pool elevation

b = generic coefficient

C = plant capacity fraction

E = reservoir elevation

EAa,d = total energy from external source a available for allocation on dayd

(other timesteps possible).

EIS = energy in storage

E1 = canal elevation 1

E2 = canal elevation 2

EN = energy

f() = a function of another variable, usually represented by a user selected linearization

method.

Lt = forecasted load.

LTCr,t = long term expected value of water,



(typically determined by a separate long term planning model.)

NA = number of external energy sources to allocate.

Nb = number of blocks in the piecewise function.

Nday = number of days in the planning horizon.

Nu = number of units.

OH = operating head

P = power

PL = previous attained level for a given variable

PP = pump power

Qc = canal flow

Qd = diversion

Qh = hydrologic inflow

Qi = inflow to a reservoir, reach

Qi1 = first inflow to a confluence

Qi2 = second inflow to a confluence

Qp = pump flow

Qo = outflow from a reservoir, reach, or confluence

Qs = spill

Qtr = turbine release

R = number of reservoirs



S = storage

SE = spilled energy

SEPC = spilled energy power coefficient

SLB = spill lower bond

SUB = spill upper bond

T = number of timesteps

TCu = unit cost of operating thermal unit u.

TOCt = cost of solution using only thermal units to meet the load in time periodt,

(determined by simulation)

TS = timestep, e.g. 6 hours.

TUu,t = variable, amount of thermal unit u to use in meeting the load.

TW = tailwater

Ub,t = fraction of blockb is generated by the optimal solution in time periodt.

Vb,t, = the marginal value of hydropower for blockb in time periodt.

(slope of the piecewise linear function,

λj = the fraction of solutionj used in a convex combination of trial solutions

= the value of any variable X in a trial solutionj

Zp = satisfaction variable for the pth goal

Xj



Zp
' = maximum value obtained by the satisfaction variable for the pth goal

Zprt = relative satisfaction variable for the pth goal, for the reservoirr and timestept

Zp
j = satisfaction variable for jth iteration of subgoal of the pth goal

Zp
k' = is the maximum value obtained by the satisfaction variable for kth iteration of

subgoal of the pth goal

Subscripts

lag = lag time

p = pth policy goal

r = reservoirs

t = time index
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APPENDIX III. AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED PHYSICAL CON-

STRAINTS

The physical constraints that are generated by each object used in RiverWare optimization are presented belo

of the symbols is defined in Appendix II.

Confluence

Mass Balance

River Reach

Mass Balance, lagged routing

Canal

Mass Balance

Reservoir

Mass Balance

Flow

Elevation Volume Relationship

Qot = Qst + Qtrt



Et = f (St )



Spill

Operating Head

Energy in Storage

Energy

Power Option 1: Independent Linearizations

Turbine Capacity

Power (using estimated or initial operating head)

Pump Capacity

Pump Power (using estimated or initial operating head)



Power Option 2: Convex Combination of Trial Points Provided by Modeler

Backwater Profile for Sloped Storage Reservoirs

Convex Combination of trial points
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APPENDIX IV. ECONOMIC MODEL

The constraints presented below represent the economic model that is produced by the Thermal Object. The m

can select to use either of the models presented below, or can use a combination of the economic variables to g

a different economic objective.

Net Avoided Cost, Piecewise Linear Formulation

Subject to

Net Avoided Cost, Thermal Unit stack

Subject to

Max
t =1

T

∑ Vb,tUb,t −
b=1

N
b∑ LTCrQr ,t

r=1

R

∑











(net avoided cost)

Ub,t = Pr ,t −
r=1

R

∑ PPr ,t

r=1

R

∑ + Aa, t ∀ t = 1,K ,T
a=1

N
A∑

b =1

N
b∑ (total generation)

Aa,t = EAa,d

t ∈Day d

∑ ∀ a = 1,K , Na ,d = 1,K ,Nday (daily allocation)

Max
t =1

T

∑ TOCt − TCu,tTUb,t −
u=1

N
u∑ LTCrQr ,t

r=1

R

∑











(net avoided cost)

TUu,t + Pr ,t −
r =1

R

∑ PPr ,t

r=1

R

∑ + Aa,t = Lt ∀ t = 1,K ,T
a=1

N
A∑

u=1

N
u∑ (load)

Aa,t = EAa,d

t ∈Day d

∑ ∀ a = 1,K , Na ,d = 1,K ,Nday (daily allocation)

0 ≤ TUu,t ≤ AVu,t

u =1

N
u∑
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